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Your Trusted Peer Review Partner


Learn More



Smart Publish with KGL


Learn More



Meet Your DEI Goals
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Create Born-Accessible Content
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Latest in Our Blog



The Battle for Research Integrity
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Specialized Book Production Workflow for Columbia University Press



Learn More



London Book Fair



March 12-14

London Book Fair
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Latest News



KnowledgeWorks Global Ltd. Expands Smart Review® to Accelerate the Peer Review Process
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Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion in Educational Content
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Digital Art Support
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Latest in Our Blog



5 tips for Growing Journal Revenue in a Changing Business Environment
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NS4ed: Development of a Program Brief Describing the Structure and Purpose of Math Curriculum for a State Adoption Submission
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Latest Event



February 20-21, 2024

Researcher to Reader Conference 2024
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Latest News



Mary Ann Liebert, Inc. Selects KnowledgeWorks Global Ltd. for Full-Service Journal Production



Learn More






Digital Learning
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Meridian Online Support
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Discover. Drive. Deliver.

KnowledgeWorks Global Ltd. supports every stage of the content life cycle.


Learn More


Content Solutions, Reimagined










Future-Proof

Your Society

Discover expert professional and management services for scholarly publishers and associations to continue thriving in a changing world.


Learn More





Scale Your

Commercial Enterprise

Unburden staff and automate routine publishing operations to better serve your stakeholders and remain competitive in an evolving market.


Learn More











Empower Educators

with Authority

Develop advanced preK-12, higher ed, and adult learning solutions with an industry-leading team of seasoned instructional and eLearning specialists.


Learn More





Bring Information

to Life

Deliver print and digital trade publications, magazines, catalogs, and directories to your customers and readers with full-service, born-accessible workflows.


Learn More








Events



	
				


12 Mar


to


14 Mar





London Book Fair 2024

After 50 years, The London Book Fair (LBF) has become an essential part of the international book trade calendar and is the pre-eminent Spring event of the publishing year.


Read More


	
				


20 Feb


to


21 Feb





Researcher to Reader Conference 2024

KnowledgeWorks Global Ltd. is proud to sponsor this year’s Researcher to Reader Conference, a collaborative gathering which aims to be the premier forum for discussion of the international scholarly communications ecosystem.


Read More


	
				


18 Oct


to


22 Oct





Frankfurt Book Fair 2023

The Frankfurt Book Fair is the world's leading trade fair for books and publishing, attracting over 270,000 visitors from over 100 countries.


Read More
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Latest Insights



	
				


7 Mar 2024Mike Groth

to



The Battle for Research Integrity

The integrity of scholarly research has always been one of the most—if not the most—important pillars of academic publishing. Authenticity, accuracy and reliability have always been the bedrock of the industry and a source of great pride for those working within it. 


Read More


	
				


21 Feb 2024Mike Groth

to



5 tips for Growing Journal Revenue in a Changing Business Environment

Remaining competitive in today’s complicated scholarly journal landscape has never been more challenging for publishers. Confronted with rapidly evolving business models, funding constraints, growing competition and stretched resources, sustaining and growing revenue can seem like a daunting task and uphill struggle at times. 


Read More


	
				


30 Jan 2024admin

to



The Year Ahead: AI in Scholarly Publishing 2024

For the last year and a half, the media and publishing world have generated a lot of buzz and discussion about one particular disruptive technology—artificial intelligence (AI).


Read More
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Smart Suite® 3.0

Intelligent Automation For Publishers, 

Evolved




The next evolution in intelligent automation for publishers can take manuscripts from acceptance to author proofs in 24 hours, with online publishing in less than a week.


Learn More




what our Customers say about us
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															Stephanie Austin Senior Director, Publications and Content Strategy, American Accounting Association

														

													

																																					
														
															As a society publisher looking to modernize our journal delivery, adopting KGL Smart Suite will eliminate the inefficient, manual oversight of our prior process and will expedite our all-important time-to-publication.

														

													

																																			

										

																																								
																																																																		

									
	
										
											
																									
														
															Geri Martin Director of Business Development, American Academy of Neurology

														

													

																																					
														
															I have worked with KGL Consulting on a variety of strategic projects that have helped advance the business development function at the American Academy of Neurology. I have always found them to be responsive, professional, and good stewards of our resources – completing projects in a manner that truly adds value, while meeting deadlines and staying within budget. They have functioned as an extension of our department and are a delight to work with.

														

													

																																			

										

																																								
																																																																		

									
	
										
											
																									
														
															Richard O’Grady PhD, CAE, Chief Publications Officer, Endocrine Society

														

													

																																					
														
															We have had the pleasure of working with KGL Consulting many times over the last ten years. We consider them a trusted go-to partner in developing and improving our journals program. The services that KGL has provided us are extensive – they range from reader-author-member surveys and bibliometric analyses for each of our journals to maximize submissions and citations; to assessments of our editorial and production staffing structure; to guidance for recruiting, assessing, and remunerating Editors-in-Chief; to launching an Open Access journal and other new products; to developing RFPs and analyzing bids from vendors to improve our institutional sales worldwide; to a comprehensive three-year project that produced a new strategic plan for our entire publications portfolio’s scientific and financial performance. In all cases, KGL staff worked efficiently and seamlessly with staff and Society leadership – including making presentations to our Board and committees — to meet the project objectives.

														

													

																																			

										

																																								
																																																																		

									
	
										
											
																									
														
															Jeremy Chapman Editor-in-Chief, Transplantation Journals

														

													

																																					
														
															We have moved our Transplantation journals to KGL recently for a number of reasons - broad cross sector experience and capability; availability of senior level advice on publishing issues; extensive experience across the software platforms we all use and honesty in pricing. We measure everything that moves in our journals and it is great to be associated with an organization that does the same.

														

													

																																			

										

																																								
																																																																		

									


						

					

								




KGL PubFactory

More Attention. Better Service.

Elevate Your Platform




A flexible, configurable, and scalable hosting platform delivering journals, books, databases, and videos along with powerful publishing and analytics tools.


Learn More





Industry Involvement














Certifications




Accessible Vendor Benetech Certified





ISO 9001:2015  Quality Management





ISO 27001:2013  Data Security





SA8000

Social Accountability
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Sign up with your email address to receive news and updates
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Contact

Headquarters

301 Concourse Blvd.,

Suite 210

Glen Allen, VA

23059 USA
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